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The Power of Dreams

The older I get the more dreams I have. 

When you run out of dreams 

there will be no more meaning to life

That is why I will keep striving for some goals 

until the day that I die.

Soichiro Honda
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The power of dreams. 

This slogan that is used 

by Honda world wide to

express our desire to share

these dreams with other 

people. Dreams of innovative

products, of challenges, 

knowledge and pleasure.

New routes

logistics without frontiers

Honda Mortor Corporation in figures

(2003 figures)

Set up in 1948
15.5 million units per year
2.8 million cars per year
8.1 million motorcycles per year
4.5 million PE products per year
120 production facilities in 29 countries
120,600 staff

‘I am proud to present you our company by means of this brochure. I am convinced that 

you will join me in my firm believe that Honda Europe and its European network is an efficient

organisation where service is the keyword, operations are focused on customer expectations

and organised in a way everybody enjoys his or her work. By that approach we believe 

Honda Europe will also be a company society wants to exist.’ 

Mr. Sadao Ichimi

President Honda Europe NV

June 2003

Honda was the first Japanese automotive constructor 

to establish itself overseas. Today it is the world's biggest producer 

of engines and motorcycles. 

Honda is one of the few remaining autonomous companies in the automobile industry: 

it's an independence that sets us apart, and that we maintain thanks to our technical know-how

and a continual search for new ways of improving ourselves in the areas of quality, 

safety and respect for the Environment.

Within the European Honda network, Honda Europe NV deals with:

• logistics for cars, motorcycles, power equipment products and accessories

• purchasing, customer management and spare parts logistics for all products

• sales and logistics of industrial engines

• development and management of ICT systems.

Honda has also been awarded the following quality control standards:

ISO 14001, ISO 9002, OHSAS
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Barcelona (Spain) Malmö (Sweden) Offenbach (Germany)

22,018 m2 - 75 staff 4,200 m2 - 19 staff 20,000 m2 - 50 staff

Swindon (UK) Verona (Italy) Vienna (Austria)

22,000 m2 - 159 staff 38,166 m2 - 64 staff 7,720 m2 - 16 staff
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European network

logistics without frontiers

Honda Europe in figures

(2003 figures)

Set up in 1978
630 million Euro turnover
650 staff

Honda Europe's European network comprises seven 

Honda Logistic Centers (HLC’s) that are centrally managed 

and co-ordinated from Ghent. HLC’s were set up for the best possible integration of the parts

business in Europe, but these days they comprise a number of Honda logistics operations.

From an organizational point of view HLC’s are identical. However, each HLC has its own 

specialization and areas of responsibility. 

The Honda philosophy is one of glocalisation. In other words, Honda has chosen a global

approach, but one where production is close to the sales markets, and therefore is anchored

into the local culture as much as possible. Honda’s network in Europe has seen impressive

growth over recent years.

Honda Logistic Centers in Europa:

• Barcelona (HLC Spain)

• Verona (HLC Italy)

• Vienna (HLC Austria)

• Offenbach (HLC Germany)

• Swindon (HLC UK)

• Malmö (HLC Sweden)

• Ghent (HE Belgium)
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Corporate culture 

within Honda is based 

on a number of 

core values that 

are encapsulated in 

the New Honda Circles, 

total quality management 

and the Honda philosophy. 

It's a culture of creativity, 

openness, mutual respect 

and support for 

self development. 

The founding fathers 

of this approach, 

Soichiro Honda 

and Takeo Fujisawa, 

emphasized that 

these values have 

to be understood 

and respected 

worldwide.

Corporate values

the power of dreams

Honda Associates

Honda ‘Associates’, as we call our staff members, define Honda Europe's values. 

Their striving towards realizing our objectives makes Honda what it is.

This is built on three main pillars:

• a continual drive to improving quality

• stimulating creativity

• always offering the best service

Flexibility and drive are other key qualities of our associates. Their involvement and openness 

to fresh ideas means they can make a crucial contri- bution towards improving 

our operations. Besides this, Honda Europe attaches a great deal of importance to training 

and development, and we all strive towards creating a pleasant, safe, environmentally 

friendly and healthy working environment. 

This has resulted in us being awarded 

the OHSAS certificate. 

Total Quality Management

In a fast-changing world and in a turbulent automotive industry 

in particular, Honda seeks to remain compact and efficient. With TQM Honda has introduced 

a company approach that is based on systematic methods and which aims to achieve excellent

results through a focus on customers, continual quality improvement, and participation by 

everybody. 

New Honda Circles 

Staff members are the closest to the reality of the workplace and are therefore well placed 

to solve problems or to devise improvements. By applying the principles of TQM within 

small groups - the New Honda Circles - everyone can contribute towards the improvement 

of the working environment, and progress made by the company. For staff members 

themselves this leads to improved team working, more efficient communication, 

mutual understanding, creative development and more pleasure in one's work.
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Information Systems

information technology

IS in figures

(2003 figures)

> 3,500 m2 of built premises 
> 100 servers online (Z, P, I & X series)
> 4TB (terabytes) of online storage cap.
> 50 European Honda entities 
as online customers
> 7,000 online users in Europe
> 100 IT experts
24H / 7 days operational

Honda Europe's IT unit, one of the largest in Flanders, 

is Honda's IT centre for the whole of Europe. This modern Datacenter 

provides efficient management and processing of electronic data that can be exchanged 

with the users and customers in the whole of Europe, Africa and the Middle East, 

via a robust interconnected network. The Centre is also connected with Honda sites

in America and Japan.

More than 100 IT staff are responsible on a round-the-clock basis for:

• the development of innovative systems for marketing, sales, stock management, 

distribution, after sales and information exchange at European level

• maximizing and harmonizing existing applications within the European network

• optimizing the processing speed and storage capacity

• integrating the latest developments in the market in the field of software, hardware, 

multimedia and telecom

• a 24H / 7 days operational service for maximum quality and availability 

of applications

• a permanently manned help-desk that supports customers in every respect

What our users might take for granted is in fact the result of the power and commitment 

of a finely-tuned organization.
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The best part of Honda

genuine parts

Parts in figures

(2003 figures)

Storage space for large parts: 
33,000 m2

Storage space for small parts: 
21,000 m2

300,000 parts physically in stock 
Control over 705,000 different 
parts
35,000 orders per day
18 containers of incoming goods
every day
20 trucks with outgoing goods 
every day

Honda Europe has some 8 million customers, 

who sooner or later will need a spare part and therefore make 

a request to the parts department. They order parts for all Honda products, from stock, 

as urgent deliveries - if the delivery has to take place faster than within three days - 

and sometimes even via the hotline. Managing 705,000 units, of which 300,000 are physically 

in stock, is a daily challenge for our 350 staff:

• in total, parts deals with for more than 35 million pieces per year 

• approximately 35,000 orders are processed every day

• deliveries are made to 6,000 to 7,000 different destinations on a regular basis.

Honda Europe strives to achieve on-time delivery for each of these, reliable quality, 

and reasonable prices. Our goal is to provide the best possible services for spare parts 

to customers and dealers:

• independent distributors in West Europe, Central Europe, 

Africa and the Middle East (Export Packing)

• direct to dealers via the HEDS (Honda European Delivery System)

• other Honda Logistics Centers (Movements).

Honda Europe also centralizes the following activities:

• purchasing spare parts from European suppliers

• marketing support for spare parts sales

• customer service for Europe, Africa and the Middle East.
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The first thing that strikes people when they visit Honda Europe 

is the gigantic parking lot. With around half-a-million square meters 

and a storage capacity for 22,000 cars, it's difficult to miss.

The cars are brought by ship directly to Ghent from the Japanese and UK factories. 

Cars from the US are unloaded in Zeebrugge or Rotterdam, and forwarded by truck to Ghent. 

In Honda Europe they are subjected to an intensive pre-delivery inspection (PDI) and the

required options are then assembled. Nothing is left to chance, so that only the cars that meet

the highest Honda quality requirements leave the plant to fulfill the dreams of a customer. 

Honda Europe has a delivery capacity of around 1,500 cars per day. Every effort is made 

so they reach their final destination in less than three days: Germany, the Benelux, 

France, Austria or Switzerland.

Honda is currently the second largest Japanese car manufacturer and is performing 

exceptionally well with a 7th -placed world ranking. Besides the traditional success factors 

such as technology, ergonomics and design, we also want us to carve out a profile for 

ourselves in the fields of safety and environment. Within car logistics this can be seen

in the maximum use that is made of recyclable protective materials during transport.

Cars & Car Logistics

cars

Cars in figures

(2003 figures)

Parking area: 500,000 m2

Parking lot capacity: 22,000 cars
Production capacity: or 700 cars per day
Delivery capacity: up to 1,300 cars 
per day
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Motorcycles, for many people a young boy's dream. 

They start at 50 cc and go up to 1800 cc. Built in Japan, 

the United States and Europe (Italy and Spain), more than 100,000 units find their way 

to Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, Austria, France or Switzerland. Honda is unchallenged 

in the number one spot when it comes to motorcycles.

Besides the import and storage in the storage capacity, which totals almost 32,000 square

meters, a great deal of attention is paid to managing the logistics process. Extra strict 

quality-control and the constant quest for reducing logistics damage have been key elements 

in the introduction of returnable crates. Thanks to these reusable packaging units, 

motorcycles are now better protected and can be brought to their destination less expensively.

But the delivery deadlines are increasing in importance. 

Currently all dealers in 10 European countries can be supplied within 48 hours.

The environment and safety, therefore, do not just influence development and production, 

but also have an impact on the logistics process.

First of all Dreams

motorcycles

Motorcycles in figures

(2003 figures)

Storage capacity: 32,000 m2

100,000 deliveries per year
18,000 units physically in stock
Delivery in 10 European countries 
within 48 hours
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Green

A luscious garden is a dream for many, but its upkeep 

means good-quality garden machinery is indispensable. Honda provides the whole range: 

mowers, tractor mowers, trimmers, power cultivators, motorized ploughs, generators etc.

Distribution for all power equipment is centralized in Ghent. As many as 140,000 units find 

their way to their new destination. Honda sets the standards in this market segment.

Marine

Honda outboard engines are extremely sought after, and are delivered direct from Japan. 

Honda supplies the world's greatest range of four-stroke outboard motors, ranging from 

2 to 130 horsepower. These thoroughbreds of power may only represent a niche market, 

but still require storage space totaling almost 3,000 square meters. 

Each year some 20,000 demanding customers across Europe choose a Honda 

outboard engine.

Power Equipment

green & marine

Power Equipment in figures

(2003 figures)

Storage capacity: 3,000 m2

140,000 deliveries per year
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Industrial engines

european engine center (EEC)

Halfway through the 1990’s, Honda's industrial engines 

were offered to original equipment manufacturers (OEM’s) 

for the first time. Since then, progress has been remarkable. It was decided here too, 

to organize sales centrally, close to the markets supplied, and with direct communication 

with Honda research and development in Japan.

The advantages are too numerous to mention: a close partnership between Honda 

and its customers provided a better focus on the needs of the market, and allows us to 

have a better view of ‘the market behind the market’: the needs of the European customer. 

While our constant drive to service ensures the functionality and environmental friendliness 

of our projects, staff have a constant focus on the needs to master delivery times, 

safety and accuracy. Factors that really make a difference for our industrial partners 

and for Honda.

Honda has its engines built into a number of products in a range of segments such as:

• industry and construction

• agriculture and horticulture

• generators and welders law

• lawns and gardens

• the leisure sector (go-karts)




